
“Stadtumbau Dessau” planning workshop

P I X E L A T I O N
Urban redevelopment as a continuing process





THE RED THREAD
Narrating urban development – activating citizens





In 2000, when Dessau’s population declined from 100,000 to 80,000, when 

there were 6,000 vacant housing units and this trend seemed destined to con-

tinue, the issue was how to come to terms with a city that was now too big.

Urban redevelopment
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According to the strategy of localised, pinpoint development, dwindling 

resources are to be channelled into the stabilisation of urban core areas.

Between the core areas, landscape zones evolve on former demolition sites. 

These landscape zones are also known as urban succession landscapes. 

This involves a new quality of life: ecological, social and innovative hous-

ing standards are no longer found on the peripheries, but in the city centre.

Owners and landlords of housing and other buildings often 

Urban core areas,

P r o g n o s e

landscape zones
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see the city differently from planners and politicians. They do not invariably fol-

low the visions of an intended redevelopment; they do not always rebuild vacant hous-

ing at the “right” time and in the “right” place. The new urban succession landscape 

is therefore growing by degrees, pieced together from fragments over a lengthy period.

To stimulate this process, it needs a strong image – and a methodical idea.
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The development of urban succession landscapes not only requires stamina, but also 

a concept that has flexible scheduling and spatial parameters and is open to modifi-

cation. Because the urban succession landscape cannot be cleared, designed and pre-

sented as a coherent landscape zone in one abrupt step, a “grid” – a methodical ruse – 

was superimposed on the future landscape zone; the city is, in effect, “pixelated”.
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Where buildings fall, landscape evolves



The smallest plot size is 20 x 20 metres. Whenever a building is demolished, landscape is in-

troduced: where buildings fall, landscape evolves. So that the urban succession landscape 

can finally take shape as a coherent landscape zone over a predicted period of 30 years, 

the concept focuses on landscape elements, which are repeatedly deployed. We call these 

modules. In this way, the contours of the new urban landscape will gradually evolve.

20 20
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Landscape module





But what kind of landscape do we want? An urban park, a huge land art area, an 

energy landscape, woods, meadows, or wilderness? Which landscape modules will 

be used to assemble the new urban landscape? These questions were discussed at 

lengthy in meetings and in public activities involving residents, local politicians, plan-

ners and guests. The solution is obvious: the Garden Realm is brought into the city.

Bringing the Garden Realm
       into the city
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1. Oak quincunx

2. Claim field

Wiese

Two landscape 
modules were 
developed:



Oak quincunx landscape module
The Dessau-Wörlitz Garden Realm is characterised by huge, solitary ancient oaks in the expansive mead-

ows surrounding the Mulde and Elbe Rivers. Nowadays, new oaks are still often planted in groups – in 

the form of a quincunx – so that they bring structure into the landscape, also as saplings, and boost one 

another’s growth. The oak quincunx is the most important landscape module in the new urban succes-

sion landscape. Its emotive power increases with the passing decades. In Dessau, there are massive oaks, 

planted over a century ago by a forester, Abendroth, in the course of a “Heimatschutz” and aesthetic 

improvement programme in the upcoming industrial city. The “Stadtumbau Dessau” programme aspires 

to a similar kind of sustainability.  

Claim landscape module (active participation areas)
Claims are marked out for persons and organisation wishing to cultivate a piece of the new urban suc-

cession landscape. These are provided free of charge under license agreement. The municipal contract-

ing party wishes to stimulate diverse usages, and therefore generally avoids imposing regulations and 

restrictions. The active parties agree to regularly cut a one metre-wide border around the claims, and not 

to put up buildings (e.g., summerhouses, garages). The license agreement is supplemented by an infor-

mal “set of rules for cultural appropriation”.

All areas that fail to find active parties or sponsors are laid out for cultivation as meadows. These form 

the heart of the landscape zone. In order to minimise maintenance, the urban landscape will therefore 

consist mainly of an extensive grass or succession landscape that requires cutting only once or twice per 

year. A one metre-wide cultivated strip will be cut more often along streets and paths. This strip creates a 

frame around the areas and indicates that they are maintained and cared for, that neglect is prevented.
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What is an oak quincunx? An oak quincunx is a method of planting with history in the 

meadowy countryside of the Dessau-Wörlitz Garden Realm. The Latin word Quincunx de-

scribes the pattern of five points commonly found on dice, playing cards and dominoes.

The planting of the Common Oak (Quercus robur) according to the principle of the quincunx has design-

related and functional reasons: On the one hand, it marks out interesting “paths” where overlapping per-

spectives from various angles each create different tableaus and scenarios. In the open meadowy land-

scape, this means that, as saplings, they support each other’s growth because they provide shade and 

create, to a certain extent, a microclimate for one another. On the other, it prevents eventual loss through 

damage caused by browsing deer or bad weather. In the city, the aesthetic principle takes precedence.

The oak quincunx:

easy to take in the landscape.
familiar motifs make it
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What is a claim? A claim is a square plot of land measuring 20 x 20 m in the evolving Dessau land-

scape zone, which is given over to active partners for usage and cultivation, either free of charge or 

for a nominal fee. “Claim” is an American English term for a plot of nationally-owned land, staked 

out and appropriated by settlers. During the gold rush, the term described either the plots them-

selves or a share in a gold-digging enterprise. By contrast to those in America or Australia, the claims 

in Dessau are areas that have become available for development through demolition or disuse. Resi-

dents, associations and initiatives may appropriate these spaces, in a cultural sense, as gardens or 

for recreational use, as three-dimensional calling cards or just, for instance, to plant a field of flowers.

Claims for active partners:

need an active partner.
Areas designated as gardens or for other uses
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What is a meadow? The primary development objective is to clear and redefine the landscape, 

that is, to make room, create space and range. Areas that find neither use nor user are there-

fore laid out for cultivation as meadows. Meadows are only cut once a year and can there-

fore, with favourable soil, provide sustenance for a large variety of plants. These areas are 

framed by strips of regularly cut grass, and as such become part of the cultivated landscape.

Cultivated expanse:

of the new landscape zone.
meadows form the backbone
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The 20 x 20 m module for the new succession landscape provided inspiration for the brand 

“400 m2 Dessau”. The message this imparts: the new landscape zone is made up of “pixels” meas-

uring 400 m2. 400 m2 is the size of a standard garden – a manageable size that can be tilled, given 

shape and maintained by individual citizens or a family. The brand becomes a stamp, used on build-

ing site signs, posters, publications and information leaflets, and for markers in the landscape zone.

The brand
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Signs and markers can, as pointers, be seen from afar and help set accents in an initially complex 

landscaped area. They draw attention quickly to deliberate contexts, guide and lead on the observ-

ing eye. They accompany residents and visitors through the urban landscape, tell tales of the past, 

mark current developments and point out what is new. At the same time, they mark entrances and 

exits to and from the evolving urban succession landscape and show its boundaries and intercon-

nections. The red square (the brand) thus becomes a point of departure for other signs and markers. 

Signs
markersand
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The landscape is already there! The gradual development of the urban succession landscape ties 

in with what is already in place. Large development areas already exist, such as industrial brown-

fields, former school grounds, the first formerly housing, now demolition sites, old parks and ne-

glected sports fields. These, and their qualities, need only be acknowledged and revalorised. The 

prevailing situation already has a recognisable, basic spatial structure and orientation. The urban 

succession landscape has its roots in the north-south oriented landscape zones in the east and 

west of the city (East and West landscape zones) and is associated with so-called “green bridges”.

given situation
Development based on the
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Plan key

Urban core areas

Oak quincunx

Claims for active partners



In order to raise the profile of the urban redevelopment concept, where time scale and spatial pa-

rameters are flexible, recognisable design elements that demonstrate what will evolve over a longer 

period in an early development phase are needed. New planning tools are also required, suited to 

the dynamism and flexibility of the redevelopment process. The catalogue, as a dynamic tool, will 

become an important instrument for design-based tasks, where time scale and spatial parameters 

fluctuate. With the help of the catalogue, plans and commitment may be stimulated, current proc-

esses documented and changes shown. The “oak catalogue” and the “active partners catalogue” 

were both drawn up to this end. These will be updated courtesy of the Kontaktstelle Stadtumbau.

Modules & catalogues
Tools:
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To find, among the city’s residents, persons and groups with new ideas for the 

usage of the urban succession landscape, who are also willing to assume respon-

sibility, is a fundamental part of the Dessau redevelopment concept. Active part-

ners, sponsors and benefactors are sought to give shape to and cultivate this land-

scape. These could assume responsibility for the cultural appropriation of a plot of 

development land, or become involved as maintenance partners or oak sponsors.

active partners
Catalogue of
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Kontaktstelle Stadtumbau



Kontaktstelle Stadtumbau

Kristin Beckmann    

Franzstraße 153

06842 Dessau

kontaktstelle-stadtumbau-dessau@web.de
Telephone 0340/8705830
Mobile 0157/72160115

Would you like to use a claim as an active partner?

Would you like to perpetuate your name by sponsoring an oak in Dessau?

Would you like to become a partner in the care of the new urban landscape?

Join in and become an active partner, a partner or a sponsor!

The Kontaktstelle Stadtumbau (Urban Redevelopment Contact Office) in Dessau 

is committed to winning interested citizens to the cause, and to supporting these 

in the realisation of their objectives. The Office sees itself as a new kind of serv-

ice provider for the long term for the city and its residents, to stimulate and pro-

mote citizens’ engagement, also in relation to the stabilisation of urban core areas.
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The new urban succession landscape generates new spatial qualities and orienta-

tions. These include, e.g., “non-functional” areas, often fields, that are open for 

unpretentious usages, “short cuts” that create new routes and links through to main 

thoroughfares, new footpaths with unexpected views of the city and landscape, 

places to rest and enjoy the view and the relocation of a much-frequented cycle path, 

which currently runs along main roads, to the landscape zone. These developments 

are to be promoted, as they bring new qualities to the usage of the landscape zone.

and atmospheres
New usages
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Dessau is part of one of the most important cultural landscapes in Europe, the Dessau-Wörl-

itz Garden Realm. The Garden Realm was created in the 18th century Age of Enlightenment as a 

comprehensive reform project, which included educational and economic reform alongside, e.g., 

a landscape improvement programme. The Garden Realm embodies the idea of combining the 

practical with beauty. Today, the Garden Realm is a UNESCO World Heritage site. Many Dessau resi-

dents are very proud of this – they love this landscape. It is therefore fitting that ideas for the new 

landscape are sought in the shrinking city, and that “the Garden Realm is brought into the city”.

The Garden Realm is 
brought into the city

Identity forming:
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Dessau invests in citizens’ engagement in urban rede-

velopment. This is often invisible, and the interventions 

tend to be small-scale. Experience tells us that citizens 

are more likely to become actively involved when their 

participation is visible, and therefore openly appreciated. 

This necessitates specific structures and methods of pro-

cedure, and Dessau’s urban redevelopment has therefore 

included, from the outset, the generation of a communi-

cation strategy that gives citizens’ participation a public 

platform and attracts further partners.

Narrating urban
development – 
activating

citizens
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In its function as a platform for a pro-active citizens’ activation, the claim is an important tool. The 

claims, as citizens’ interventions in public space, have a clear cause – they are small-scale interventions 

that give real energy to the “big” redevelopment visions. They also highlight the space: this area has been 

redeveloped. A shape or form that takes the notion of appropriateness into account becomes a leitmotif.
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Measure 20 m x 20 m

400 m2 Dessau, content 

Articulation of an area

Order

Appropriation/Re-appropriation

Cultural appropriation

Coordinates

Identification

Define/Mark out



The brand

marker
becomes a

Appropriate, fill, maintain

The 20 x 20 metre-large participation areas and oak tree groups are important stepping-stones in the 

formation of the landscape zone, because they “brand” each of the actual development areas as the first 

components of the landscape zone. Under the by-line “400 m2 Dessau”, the first active partners were 

found to sponsor the claims. So far, nine claims on urban development sites have been successfully 

transferred to five active partners. These include a rockery, an apothecary’s garden, an “Active” claim, 

an intercultural garden, three so-called short-rotation plantations and an apiary belonging to the 

regional beekeepers’ association; a graffiti claim is in development. Yet other active partners assume 

responsibility for the maintenance of a claim and, in return, use this as a sport and recreational area.

(Fill 400 m2 Dessau
with content) ideal          real

400 m2 Gardens
400 m2 Memories
400 m2 Sponsors
400 m2 Maintenance
400 m2 Information
400 m2 Ideas
400 m2 Stories
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Billboards fixed on the gable ends of houses (those not scheduled for demolition) communicate 

the urban redevelopment project: “Where buildings fall, … gardens evolve, … children play, … 

flowers bloom, … birds chirp, … oaks grow, …”. The classic medium of an advertising cam-

paign – the billboard – is deployed, and creatively alienated. The tangible is supplemented by the 

conceptual: notions that inspire active partners to participate in the shaping of the landscape 

zone appear repeatedly in new constellations. They open up avenues to the observers’ personal 

associations; the observers are encouraged to take a closer look, and become more involved.
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The classical landscape garden is a garden of images. Idealised past eras and places were linked up 

with visions and visionary images of the future. A sequence of “scenes” is to be configured along the 

routes through the landscape zone, to inspire the people’s ideas and thoughts. “This age hungers 

for images, because it sees in the picture a direct medium of insight” (Herzog, 1989). The creation 

of a sphere of contrasts and contradictions that facilitates real transformation was central to many 

landscapes. Today, the urge to create special places in the new urban landscape is still strong. But 

what “function” do these images have today? What are the narratives associated with them? What is 

of particular interest to young people? Last but not least: What can initiate and stimulate debate and 

communication processes on subjects pertinent to the future of urban and landscape development?

generate
Create locations –

atmosphere
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In 2006, a design competition was held to explore this issue: “The Red Thread: narrating urban redevel-

opment – activating citizens”. Its objective was to generate ideas and proposals that bring the obscured 

to the fore, and give the spaces created a spatial and conceptual context. Because the urban rede-

velopment process initially leaves behind fragmented spaces that only grow into a new urban land-

scape over time, residents and visitors often find it difficult to grasp the transformation of spaces in 

the city and the landscape. There is a need for “perception and interpretation aids” with easily acces-

sible information that “narrate urban development”, awaken interest, and mediate the new spatial 

qualities while also strengthening and mobilising the citizens’ joint responsibility and commitment. 

 The Red
Thread
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32

Das Band führt an neuen und bestehenden Adressen und Hot Spots vorbei  und wird zur Plattform verschiedener Aktivitäten



The winning entry in the design competition proposes a communication project as a “Red Thread”, with an 

asphalt strip as its structural core. This asphalt strip provides the citizen with a perambulatory experience 

through the evolving urban landscape. Its development harbours the opportunity to involve citizens in 

varied ways, and to give them a new experience of the space and an altered vision of the city. In these terms, 

the “Red Thread” is also a partial “perception and interpretation aid” for the urban redevelopment process.

32

Das Band führt an neuen und bestehenden Adressen und Hot Spots vorbei  und wird zur Plattform verschiedener Aktivitäten

markieren + überbrücken

informieren + kommunizieren

zeigen + begleiten 

signalisieren 

 A

Idee und Aufgabe Dessauer Fahne
≥ markieren, kommunizieren, informieren, 
begleiten,  zeigen, überbrücken + signalisieren

7

Wurstereiturm

Keksfabrik

Stadtwerke

Wasserturm

Molkereiturm

Grünzug

Bewegungsfelder 

Hot Spots 

Adressen

M 1 : 15.000

mark + bridge
show + guide

inform + communicate signalise
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In-Kulturnahme

WBS 70

Jakobuskirche Zur letzten Träne Arme Leute Häuser

WBS 70 RATIO P2 AWG

Eichen-Quincum 400 qm Dessau In-Kulturnahme



In order to stimulate the urban redevelopment process, residents or former residents of Dessau and/or 

partners from other cities will be invited to discover or invent stories about the city’s redevelopment, 

based on an area along the “Red Thread”. In doing so, they develop the new urban space in a very real 

sense. The “story-gathering-action” is to be stimulated and guided by artists, and ultimately realised 

in spatial terms. Pivotal tasks are to consolidate evidence and cultivate sites along the “Red Thread”.

In-Kulturnahme

WBS 70

Jakobuskirche Zur letzten Träne Arme Leute Häuser

WBS 70 RATIO P2 AWG

Eichen-Quincum 400 qm Dessau In-Kulturnahme

Outlook

Narrating urban redevelopment: What was …? – Memories of his-

torical places that mark the redevelopment history of the differ-

ent districts, e.g., Jakobikirche Church, poorhouses, former tav-

ern Zur letzten Träne, dairy farm, knacker’s yard, orphanage, etc. 

Narrating urban redevelopment: What is …? Document terms 

from the GDR era that are still in use today, e.g., WBS 70, Ratio 

P 2, AWG, KWV, Wohnungsbauprogramm (socialist housing pro-

gramme), etc. Narrating urban redevelopment: What will be …? 

Put across terms from the current redevelopment process, e.g., 

400 m2 Dessau, claim, cultural appropriation, landscape zone, etc.
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Summary
Stadtumbau Dessau – remodelling the city pixel by pixel
Dessau takes a pro-active approach to citizens’ participation in urban redevelopment. They can appropri-

ate development land cleared by demolition and, in doing so, help establish public space as a living space. 

As one of many strategies to combat neglect, design by and with the people takes on a pioneering role. This 

form of citizens’ engagement is linked with a process of learning about urban transformation in the light 

of demographic and structural departures. Under the motif  “400m2 Dessau”, claims of development land 

in Dessau are therefore being offered up for “cultural appropriation” by citizens, initiatives and enterprises. 

The project is embedded in an urban redevelopment strategy with flexible scheduling and spatial param-

eters. This will see a new landscape zone emerge on former demolition sites over the next thirty years. To 

counter this, all remaining resources will be channelled into the stabilisation of urban cores. To achieve 

this aim, a new method was developed: the city is divided, in the symbolic sense, into pixels. Wherever a 

building is demolished, landscape is introduced. In this way, the contours of the future landscape zone 

will emerge, “pixel” by “pixel”, with increasing clarity. This will create completely new spatial configura-

tions. The separation between functional and social zones will be redefined; space becomes an increas-

ingly oscillating fabric, where different things occur – and find formal opportunities – simultaneously.

You will find an English version of the booklet under

www.bauhaus-dessau.de › Projekte › Umbaustadt Dessau › Booklet-Pixelierung-RoterFaden-English.pdf

or

http://www.bauhaus-dessau.de/images/body/Booklet-Pixelierung-RoterFaden-English.pdf
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